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Sang Young CISSP CISA CHFI CEH

PISA

Chairperson
The third issue of the PISA journal has just
come out! Same as before, the PISA Editorial
Team has spent lots of sleepless nights to
produce this high quality magazine. I also like
thank those who had contributed to the rich
content of the journal.

Developing a Centre of Expertise
Since our establishment PISA had put very
strong emphasis on building our association as
a centre of expertise. This can be reflected in
the many success studies and seminars. The
recent seminars on “Event Log Management”
and “Web Application Security Challenges
and Defense” were presented by PISA
members. In February we organized with
WTIA a Wireless LAN War Driving 2006 in
the central business area of Kowloon. This
home grown project has been in the fourth
year and we opened the activity to members as
an educational event.
We do not stop with all these successful
events. Our Program Committee continue to
develop interesting projects this year,
including the Distributed Intrusion Detection
Network and the Honeynet projects which we
are merging to form a security monitoring
system. We have just created another new
project, the Critical Information Infrastructure
Protection project group in February. These
projects marked PISA as a centre of expertise
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in information security. I am sure these groups
will lead PISA to another height. We have a
devoted section eXpertise@PISA in this
Journal to introduce these projects. They are
your project. They are open to your
participation.

A Carefully Planned
Organizational Change

Some of you may be aware that we are going
to convert PISA from a registered society to
an incorporation. We have been planning this
for more than a year. Within this period, we
have received lots of valuable feedback from
our members, program committee and
honorary advisors. By implementing this
change, we could minimize the risk of running
into indefinite liability to be born by EXCO
and our members. This important piece of
news will be publicly announced to all our
members shortly.

You Input is our Nutrient
We are consolidating our achievements and
we are moving forward. In this course, your
feedback or new ideas on our projects,
programs or activities are vitamins and
nutrients for PISA to grow.
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Controversy in handing out ISP
client records
The world’s first conviction of a BitTorrent user in
Hong Kong in November 2005 was a major blow to
online piracy. IFPI (www.ifpi.org) and some local
recording companies came to a show down with an
application to court of Hong Kong to order four ISPs
to give out the personal information of 22 people
KinMing
SC Leung
Charles Mok
whom IFPI suspected of having uploaded and
downloaded pirated copies of musical pieces on the Internet. In January 2006, the High Court gave a green
light to IFPI’s application. Contrary to the previous BT case, there is no applause from the industry sector.
Some concerned that it set precedence for more disclosure of information of netizens in the anti-piracy
mission. PISA Journal (PJ) had invited three IT sector panelists to a round table discussion to share their
perspective on the issue.
 Kin Ming (Ming) works in a department that provides network services to 10,000 users. He keeps on
receiving complaints against his users allegedly for being involved in exchanges of copyrighted songs,
movies, and software.
 Charles Mok (Charles) is the President of Internet Society Hong Kong Chapter, an active commentator
on IT policy
 S.C. Leung (SC) is an active speaker in information security sector, ex-officio of PISA.

Implication of the ruling
PJ: What do you see is the implication of the
ruling?
Charles: The court had only clarified that ISP disclosing
the customer information under this circumstance has
not infringed the Personal Privacy (Data) Ordinance but
still left a lot of points not dealt with. There was not
sufficient debate and clarification on the point of privacy
and human rights.
“Presumed innocence” is an important principle of
the Hong Kong law system. If the court orders the
disclosure of personal information in civil cases so easily,
would it hurt this fundamental principle of our law
system?
Ming: We have been approached by the parties in the
recording industry to give out our customers’ personal
information for their investigation purpose. The High
Court ruling definitely lower the hurdle and ISPs will
receive more frequent requests for such kind of
information.
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PJ: There are so many user activities in the system.
What kind of information should be logged? What
is required to identify a person who was
performing a targeted activity?
SC: People keep log for various reasons of which
investigation is only one. Normally, information of
date/time, IP-address is logged. Depending on your
objective, you may log special activities like opening
new user account, some incidents like logon success /
failure, or exceptions like disk full. But there are some
restrictions on the logging. We cannot log too much
information that might infringe privacy. For example, if
we log the email activity, we may log the source and
destination IP addresses, date/time, message size but not
the email message content. For ISPs, they need to
observe those regulations of OFTA.
Ming: To identify a party doing file-transfer over the net,
we need to know the exact time when the file-transfer
occurred and the IP address that party was using.
Nowadays the IP addresses are in a shared pool used by
different users. Unless you know the exact time of the
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activity, you cannot be sure if you are pointing to the
right person.

Problem with Time Synchronization
PJ: Were there occasions that the wrong person
was located?
Ming: I have such unpleasant experience. For a few
times, the requesting party asked us to locate the user for
a particular IP address inside our IP block at the time
they provide. When we lookup our log, we surprisingly
found that the IP address was not used at the said
moment! (PJ: How can that happen?) One probable
reason is that the accusing party had not set their
computer clock accurately. Their computer
clock could be, say, 11:45am, whereas
our time was 11:49am.

PJ: Could it be the problem
with your clock instead?
Ming: No, we synchronize our
time the HK Observatory Time
Server with a time skew within
10 milliseconds. We were very
uncomfortable if the accusing party
cannot ensure that their clock was
within 10 seconds from the HK Observatory
time server. Such difference could mean two
entirely different users. The chance of accusing the
wrong party is very possible. (Sigh!)
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Observatory time server, but they never answered me. In
other times, the accusing party’s computer clock was so
much different from ours that we suspected they had a
technical flaw when they obtained the time information.
For example, if the accusing party obtained the IP
address of file-transfer parties by asking the WinMX
Tracker (the server who controls connection between
file-transferring parties), the accuracy is very doubtful.
Parties might have logged off for some time without
reporting to Tracker. Unfortunately, the judge who
admitted the application of order was very unlikely to
know these technical flaws, which may result in injustice
and privacy problems.
SC: It is not the responsibly of ISP on any clock issue
of the requesting party. For example if an ISP
found in a given time span there are more
than one users using the IP address,
they can reply like this, “we cannot
identify a single responsible user
for the provided IP address at
the time slot.”
Ming: SC, my experience is
some accusing parties do not
give a time period of suspect
login, but a single point in time,
say 11:25am. Then we have the
headache to be reasonably sure that
one user is responsible. For example,
if the given time is less than 5 minutes
after the login of the user, I am not confident if the
user is one who just login or the one who had logged out
just before that moment.

PJ: How did you deal with the accusing party
when you did not feel comfortable in giving them
the customer information?

Responsible Process for Evidence
Collection

Ming: I had been asking them whether they have
synchronized their computer clock with the HK

PJ: If that is the case it could be a big flaw in
investigation. How could we avoid taking an
innocent parties court?
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Ming: I think the accusing party needs to answer several
questions before asking for disclosure of information:
1. Have they synchronized their computer clock to any
standard time reference when they record users
transferring files?
2. Did they verify the accuracy of the clock with
reference to HK Observatory Time Server before
and after they log their targets?
3. For each IP address they recorded, did they get the
information from the WinMX Tracker, or from
actual connection with the targets, and could
actually see a file transfer rate of XX bits per second?
4. Try to provide the time span in which the suspected
user was in the system.

Charles: To be a responsible log record user, the
recording industry should have more transparency in the
way they collect the information, what kind of
information and how much information was collected
and how they store and process the collected information,
and to whom they share this information with. The
public has the right to know how they could be
monitored and to what extent their personal data privacy
is safeguarded.

PJ: Is it a Mission Impossible to know the time
skew of the accusing party at a point of time in the
past. We have to make a lot of assumptions like the
clock has not been adjusted in the period.
Ming: That is correct. So it is important to use time
server and client software to automatically track the time
skew and align all the time. With this, every party is

The recording industry should have more transparency in
the way they collect the information
PJ: Do you have any advice to ISPs who want to
cooperate to provide good information to the
accusing party?
Ming: The ISPs should take measures to ensure the time
synchronization with the HK Observatory Time Server.
Secondly, ISPs have to be aware of the clock skew (the
time difference) between the accusing party’s clock and
their clock when the accusing party recorded the IP
address.
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confident. Unless an ISP knows the exact clock skew,
they could be giving out the wrong identity, and that is
most unfair to the accused user. Unless an ISP is 99%
sure of the clock skew with the accusing party, they
should say, “we cannot be sure which user of ours was
responsible, so based on user privacy, we cannot give
out identify of either one of them”.
SC: As a professional, we have to perform all
professional activities and duties in accordance with the
law and the ethical principles. We need to discharge
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responsibilities with due diligence and honesty. So I
appreciate very much Kin Ming’s carefulness in giving
out prudent evidence. There is a dilemma, though.
Decline to hand out the log record might be seen as
contempt to the court. There are two schools of thoughts.
One school says that we cannot give out the record based
on insufficient information provided by requester.
Another school claims that it is not an issue because the
defendant’s lawyer can challenge the ground of the
evidence and the court will count on the weight of the
evidence. I would say that if we have to give out any
evidence, we have to put a note in front of and as an
integral part of the evidence handed out. The note should
state the assumption made in collecting the evidence and
the limitation of information provided by the requester.
When in doubt, we should have to seek legal advice on
the matter.
Charles: Not only IT professionals should observe their
responsibility and ethics, the recording industry should
do so as well. It is not fair to put the responsibility and
financial burden solely on ISPs’ shoulder. Recording
industry should undertake the sharing of cost with the
ISPs should the handing out of the personal information
consequentially caused any damage to the innocent party.
Equally important is the cost shouldered by ISPs when
fulfilling the enormous requests from the recording
industry. It would be unfair that the ISP or their
customers need to bear the cost of the claimant in a civil
case who claims damage for herself.

Copyright &
Disclaimer

MAR-2006

3

recording industry. I believe that every corporation has a
noble mission to fight for the privacy and liberty of
clients. I would like to see the ISPs in Hong Kong
appealing to seek clarifications of doubts in the ruling.
SC: Judges may have difficulties in understanding the
technicality of the log record collection and issues like
time synchronization. I agree that the ISPs should be
more outspoken to clarify all these ambiguities in order
to ensure a fair trial.
Ming: I hope the court handles the case with extreme
care to safeguard the interest of every individual while
balancing the interest of recording industry. Probably the
court should tighten the standard to grant the subpoena
case by case.

PJ: Thank you all for sharing with our readers
your viewpoints on the matter. I feel that we are
also voicing out the concerns through this
publication.

PJ: We all like to see online piracy being weeded
out of Hong Kong. We also like have it realized as
a result of a due investigation process and a fair
trial. In what direction do you hope the issue
should develop?

Copyright owned by the
PISA. This opinions are
the views of the panelists
and does not necessarily

Charles: In USA Oct 2004, the Supreme Court held that
ISPs do not need to hand out user personal detail to

reflect the opinion of PISA,
nor any institution.
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Preventing SQL Injection Attacks
Part I - Measures within Development Life Cycle

Sam Ng CISSP
Program Committee
Introduction
SQL injection is now one of the most common attacks in the Internet. Simply go to Yahoo! or Google and
search for "SQL injection" and we can find tones of related documents. In this two part series, the author is
not going to discuss what SQL injection is, nor going to tell you the latest techniques in SQL injection
attacks, but more important, how to prevent SQL injection. If reader is interested to know more about SQL
injection is, tutorial with examples are available in the References section at the end. [1, 2]
Although the awareness of SQL injection is rising, many
people still do not have very concrete ideas on how to
prevent SQL injection attacks. In this series, the author
will introduce 6 methods to prevent SQL injection
attacks. Hopefully it may give you some ideas on how to
prevent SQL injection correctly and in a more integrated
approach. Part I deals with methods applicable during
design or development life cycle. Part II deals with
methods from QA perspective and production
environment where the readers do not have access to the
source code or cannot modify the source code.

METHOD 1. INPUT VALIDATION
Some programmers may think escaping apostrophe with
two apostrophes (and back slash with two back slashes
for MySQL) is all input validation has to do, this is
completely WRONG! A few important steps are missed
and probably the program is still vulnerable to SQL

injection. There are at least four steps we have to do for
input validation
a. Escape apostrophe with two apostrophes (and back
slash with two back slashes for MySQL)
b. Make sure numeric fields really look like numbers
c. Do step "a" and "b" not only on users' direct inputs,
but on all non-constant variables
d. Check if the inputs are within your expectation
(e.g. 0 < age < 120, login id without space, etc.)
1.1 Escape inputs properly
Escaping apostrophe with two apostrophes (or back slash
with two back slashes for MySQL) usually can be done
with one line of code. However, we have to ensure that
the decoding is done in the correct order. To avoid SQL
injection properly, the apostrophe-escaped input should
NOT be further en/decoded by any other coding scheme.
For example, consider the following PHP code:
(Note: see sidebar on magic_quotes_runtime)

PHP magic_quotes_gpc, magic_quotes_runtime
Magic Quotes is a process that automatically escapes incoming data to the PHP script. When on, all ' (single-quote),
" (double quote), \ (backslash) and NULL characters are escaped with a backslash automatically.
• magic_quotes_gpc (default “on” in PHP) escapes only HTTP GET/POST/Cookie fields and is definitely still
vulnerable to second-order SQL injection and numeric field injection.
• magic_quotes_runtime (default “off” in PHP) is somehow more secure as it escapes data also from an external
source, including databases and text files. However, it still lacks numeric fields validation.
Magic quotes may be bypassed if the data will be decoded by any method. For example, if the data will be “urldecode()”,
then hackers can use “%27” to represent apostrophe. The “%27” will later be decoded to apostrophe but will not be
escaped to two apostrophes by the magic quotes.
Except giving programmers a false sense of security, this feature may also cause encoding problem. As quoted in PHP
manual [3] “It's preferred to code with magic quotes off (author note: it means both) and to instead escape the data at
runtime, as needed.”
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$magic_quotes_runtime = “on”
$url = urldecode($_REQUEST[‘url’]);
$query = “INSERT INTO tbl_links (type, url)
VALUES(1, ‘$url’)”;

In this case, malicious user can bypass the magic quote
by using “%27” to represent an apostrophe. The “%27”
will be decoded to a single apostrophe by the urldecode()
function, and hence destroying the protection provided
by the magic quote.
1.2 Validate numeric fields
Consider the ASP code fragment in Example 1.
Dim conn, rec, query, prod, price
prod = Replace(Request.Form(“prod”), “’”, “’’”)
price = Replace(Request.Form(“price”), “’”, “’’”)
Set conn = CreateObject("ADODB.Connection")
conn.Open = "DSN=AccountDB;UID=sa;PWD=password;"
query = “select * from sales where prod=’” & prod & “‘ and
price > ” & price
Set rec = conn.Execute(query)
Example 1. ASP code with numeric field injection
vulnerability

Basically, Example 1 will issue query like
select * from sales where prod='foo' and price > 1002

It is true that the "prod" field will not be injected.
However, the "price" field, being expected to be a
floating-point number and not prefixed nor suffixed with
apostrophe, is vulnerable to SQL injection. The hacker
doesn't need to put an apostrophe inside the field to
balance the other apostrophe, so there is actually nothing
to escape! All the hacker needs to do is simply inject the
SQL code directly after a space. Therefore, Example 1
can be injected with “100 union ... --” as the price field.
Note again, no apostrophe is needed inside the injecting
code.
Table 1 shows statistics of SQL injection vulnerabilities
found during 2005 Jan-Jun, and 2004 Jan-Jun. The data
are collected from BugTraq SecurityFocus, filtered by
selecting the publish date as stated above and with titles
containing the word “SQL”. Non-SQL injection related
vulnerabilities are manually removed. From the table, we
see about 50% of the SQL injection vulnerabilities are
related to numeric field injection.
The solution to prevent numeric field injection is of
course, check if the numeric field is really a number.

Table 1. SQL Injection vulnerabilities found in BugTraq SecurityFocus
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Please be reminded that some languages, such as Perl
and PHP, can convert a string into to a number as
long as the string BEGINS with digits.
Example 2 and Example 3 show two PHP vulnerable
code fragments which can be exploited with strings like
“2 union ….”. First converting the string into a number,
and then using that converted numbered in both the
testing condition and in the construction of the SQL
statement can fix the problem.
if ($category > 0) {
$categ = "AND catid=$category ";
} elseif ($category == 0) {
....
}
Example 2. Incorrect number testing in PHP
$this->chosen_month = ( ! intval($ibforums->input['m']) ) ?
$this->now_date['mon'] : $ibforums->input['m'];
Example 3. Incorrect number testing in PHP

Another solution to prevent numeric field injection is to
put a pair of apostrophes before and after the numeric
field variable, and escape the variable as usual. That is,
we treat the numeric field variable just as string. This
works as most database servers will convert the string
back to a number if necessary, and the overhead is very
minimal. If we do this, Example 1 become Example 4
and is no longer vulnerable to SQL injection.
Dim conn, rec, query, prod, price
prod = Replace(Request.Form(“prod”), “’”, “’’”)
price = Replace(Request.Form(“price”), “’”, “’’”)
Set conn = CreateObject("ADODB.Connection")
conn.Open = "DSN=AccountDB;UID=sa;PWD=password;"
query = “select * from sales where prod=’” & prod & “‘ and
price > ‘” & price & “’”
Set rec = conn.Execute(query)
Example 4. Bug fixed version of Example 1

1.3 Column Names
Some web application may dynamically include
different column names in a query depending on user’s
input. For example, a web application may allow a user
to select which column to be sorted by. Like numeric
fields, column names are not apostrophe quoted. The
following code fragment shows a typical vulnerable ASP
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code with dynamic column names specified after the
“order by” keyword:
Dim cat, orderBy, query
cat = Replace(Request.Form(“cat”), “’”, “’’”)
orderBy = Replace(Request.Form(“orderBy”), “’”, “’’”)
query = “select * from tbl_prod ”
& “where cat = ‘” & cat & “’ “
& “order by “ & orderBy

The two techniques in numeric fields handling can be
applied to column names as well. We can verify if the
column name is within our expectations (e.g. alphabets
without spaces), or quote the column name with -- not
apostrophe this time – double-quote (“) for MS-SQL,
PostgreSQL and Oracle, back-tick (`) for MySQL. MSSQL and PostgreSQL allow double-quote to occur inside
the column name by using two double-quotes (““), while
Oracle seems not supporting this. Although both
techniques work, we suggest not allowing space and
meta-characters in column names and verifying the
column names accordingly.
1.4 Prevent Second Order Attacks
Consider we have a user who wants to change his/her
own password, the system will first check if the current
password is correct; if yes, it will update the password
with the new one. The program is shown in Example 5.
Dim conn, rec, query1, query2, login_id, old_pass, new_pass
login_id = Replace(Request.Form(“login_id”), “’”, “’’”)
old_pass = Replace(Request.Form(“old_pass”), “’”, “’’”)
new_pass = Replace(Request.Form(“new_pass”), “’”, “’’”)
Set conn = CreateObject("ADODB.Connection")
conn.Open = "DSN=AccountDB;UID=sa;PWD=password;"
query1 = “select * from tbl_user where login_id=’” &
login_id & “’ and password=‘” & old_pass & “’”
Set rec = conn.Execute(query1)
If (rec.EOF) Then
Response.Write "Invalid Password"
Else
query2 = “update from tbl_user set password=’” & new_pass
& “’ where login_id=’” & rec.(“login_id”) & “’”
conn.Execute(query2)
..
..
End If
Example 5. ASP code with second order injection
vulnerability
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Now think if input is properly escaped when the user
creates his/her account, and there is no limitation on
user’s choice on login ID. A hacker may choose his/her
login ID as “foo’ union ... --”. Everything works fine
until the hacker changes his/her password. In that case,
query2 in Example 5 will become
update from tbl_user set password=’new_pass’ where
login_id=’foo’ union .... --‘

And this is known as Second Order SQL Injection
Attack.
A second order code injection attack can be classified as
the process in which malicious code is injected into a
web base application and not immediately executed, but
instead is stored by the application (e.g. temporary
cached, logged, stored in database, etc.) and then later
retrieved, rendered and executed by the victim [4].
Please be noted that this is just a simplified scenario and
this bug can be fixed simply by replacing rec.(“login_id”)
with the already escaped variable login_id. However,
there are many other situations that may not be able to be
fixed in this way. To properly prevent second order SQL
injection attacks, we have to either escaping all inputs
(all means not only GET/ POST/Cookie, but includes
data read from files, database, etc.) that will be
embedded into the query statement (i.e. method 1.c), or
check if the input data is really what we expected to be
(i.e. method 1.d). And of cause, we can simply not using
dynamic queries.

METHOD 2. DO NOT USE QUERY
WITH DYNAMIC STATEMENT
This method is covered by most of documents related to
SQL injection prevention. The basic idea is to use
parameterized statement (or prepared statement) and
have the server to encode the parameters as needed. This
is an effective solution and is suggested whenever
possible. However, there are a few points we have to be
aware of.
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2.1 It is not parameterised statement free us from
SQL injection, static query statement it is.
Consider the following Java code:
String sql = “select * from product where cat=’” +
request.get(“cat”) + “’ and price > ?”;
PreparedStatement pstmt = con.prepare(sql);
pstmt.setString(1, request.getParameter(“price”));
ResultSet rs = pstmt.executeQuery();

This is a parameterized statement but obviously not a
static query statement, nor will free us from SQL
injection. This example may be trivial, but as the
program size grows, programmer may make mistakes
and some of the query statements may not be as obvious
as this example.
2.2 Stored procedure (or callable statement) may still
be injected even called in parameterized form
Again, it is static query statement to free us from SQL
injection, and not prepared statement nor stored
procedure. If the stored procedure itself will issue
dynamic query statement and input validation is not
done properly, SQL injection may still be resulted.
Consider the following stored procedure
CREATE PROCEDURE sp_dynamic
(
@name varchar(50) = ''
)
AS
DECLARE @Query varchar(500)
SET @Query = 'SELECT * FROM userlist where name = ''' +
@name + '''
EXEC(@Query)
GO

The stored procedure is obviously vulnerable to SQL
injection and the solutions are, again, either not using
dynamic query or validate/escape the input. This
vulnerability can be fixed by using the REPLACE()
function to escape the @name field before constructing
the SQL statement
SET @name = REPLACE(@name, '''', '''''')
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What is even worse is that, SQL injection in stored
procedure is not easy to be revealed. We have to dig into
the source of the stored procedure to check if it is
vulnerable, and one stored procedure may call some
other stored procedures and we may turn out have to
check many stored procedures. However, as a quick
check, any stored procedure that will issue “exec()” is
in danger.
2.3 Static query doesn’t always work
The N in “select top N ... ”, table names, column names
can’t be parameterized in most SQL database servers.
This may force us to use dynamic query and we may still
have to validate our inputs.

METHOD 3. LEAST PRIVILEGE
It is always good to run application with least privilege.
This, of course, includes not connecting to the database
with root access, setting restricted read/write permissions
on tables or views, and denying access to special system
utilities and system stored procedures.
Having the application calls stored procedures would be
more secure if we have fine-grained control on what will
be returned in the stored procedure. For example, we can
write a stored procedure so that it will return only one
row of data. This is obviously better than granting the
user/role read access on the whole table.
A stored procedure is usually executed under the
permission of the stored procedure’s owner (similar to
SUID files in UNIX file system). However, when
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executing dynamic query (i.e. “exec()” as discussion in,
Section 2.2) in a stored procedure, some database servers,
such as Oracle[5] and MS-SQL[6], provide an extra
layer of defense by executing the dynamic query under
the caller’s permission. That is, except for granting the
user/role permission to access the stored procedure, we
also have to explicitly grant privileges to all other object
that is to be accessed by the dynamic query. If the
database server does not verify permission upon
dynamic query, then calling stored procedure is not
suggested, as there would be no other access restriction
if SQL injection occurs inside the dynamic query of a
stored procedure.
However, in fact, setting least privilege on database
layer provides only limited help from SQL injection as
in most web applications, access control is not
performed by database, but by the application itself.
Users are connected to the database through a shared
(may be even pooled) connection with the same web
application specific database username and password
(the database role), and the application username and
password (the application role) are stored in the database
as an ordinary table in the database. The application
checks if the user is allowed to perform certain task base
on the application role, not the database role.
Therefore, if SQL injection does happen, and the aim is
at manipulating that data store (and not to execute
special OS commands or add extra tables), then the
database role would contain enough privileges no matter
how you configure. For example, if SQL injection
happens, the attack will always be able to
insert/delete/update the table storing the application roles
because the application needs to manipulate that table
even before the user log in.
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Part I - Measures within Development Life Cycle

SUMMARY OF PART I
We have not only discussed the general methods or
techniques that you can apply during the development
life cycle, but also common mistakes developers will
make when deploying these techniques.

However, even if you do it, we still can’t be sure that the
software is bug-free. That is, we should say that security
controls in development phrase is a necessary condition,
but not sufficient condition.
In the next issue, we will continue our discussion on
SQL injection prevention and will talk about techniques
we can use during QA and production environment.

A study by the U.S. NIST in 2002 [7] found that
preventing a software defect in design phase is just 3%
of the cost of removing a defect in production phase.
Obviously, the same applies to SQL injection prevention
strategy. To achieve that, we can provide training to
development staff, adopt coding standard and guideline
in relation to SQL injection prevention, and make
security expert part of your design team.

 copyright Sam Ng, 2006 
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Introduction
PISA would like to set up a Distributed IDS Network in Hong Kong to report intrusion attack statistics to the public on a
regular basis. We use a tool called Prelude IDS to link up the management console and sensors of various locations for
consolidated reporting. The European Computer Security Incident Response Team (eCSIRT) is adopting Prelude IDS for
regular IDS statistics reporting to the public. [1]

Why a Distributed Intrusion
Detection System Network?
Intrusion attack strategies are getting more structured,
timely and distributed. With the use of botnets, intruders
can control a huge number of zombie computers to
launch attacks – DoS, spreading of worms, and
spamming, etc.[2]
Intrusion detection plays a significant role in the overall
security architecture. Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS)
capture undetected intrusions and offer data for post
analysis. From a macroscopic view, consolidating the
detected alert information of a distributed IDS network
can provide a high level view of the trend of intrusion
towards the monitored network, helping people
understand and visualize the mega-picture and trend in
formulating defense policies and strategies. Some CERTs
(Computer Emergency Response Teams) are publishing
intrusion attack statistics collected from a distributed
network of sensors on a regular basis to the public
[1][3][4].
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What is Prelude IDS?
Prelude IDS [5] is an open-sourced hybrid IDS that
enables security applications (open-source or proprietary)
to report to a centralized system. Prelude complies with
the IDMEF (Intrusion Detection Message Exchange
Format) IETF standard, enabling different kinds of
sensors to generate events using a unified language.
Prelude is made up of five main modules: (1)LibPrelude,
(2) Sensors, (3) Managers, (4) Counter Measure
Agents and (5) Frontend.
LibPrelude
LibPrelude is a library which enables Prelude
components to communicate in IDMEF standard.
Sensors
Prelude IDS is designed to have as many sensors as
possible. It can read log files from Snort, honeyd, Nessus
Vulnerability Scanner, Samhain, over 30 types of
systems logs, and many others. From the consolidated
log, various events can be correlated to identify an attack.
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Managers
Sensors send their alerts to Security Managers (See
Figure 1). The Managers are then interrogated by the
Administrative Frontend to read/manage the alerts or
present them in charts. Various sensors can report
alerts to multiple managers with failover support.
Managers can report to other managers in the system
and be polled by a frontend, which makes Prelude a
complete and distributed Hybrid IDS.
Counter Measure Agents
Prelude retrieves suspect "stimuli" from host systems
and network traffic, and generates associated
responses to attacks at the network or system level.

Database

P o o l o f Senso rs
P relude
Senso r

P relude
M anager

P relude
Senso r

P relude
Senso r

Pool of
Senso rs

Relay
M anager

Relay
M anager

Relay
M anager

Pool of
Senso rs

Frontend
The Frontend is a
centralized viewing point
for anomaly and attack data.
With the graphic module
“PrewikkaPro” (a
commercial component),
alert statistics can be
presented in charts of
categories like “Top 10
Alert Classifications”, “Top
10 Targeted Ports”, “Top 10
Source Country”, “Current
month alerts”, etc.

Relay
M anager

Pool of
Senso rs

Figure 1. Prelude Architecture

The PISA
Distributed IDS
Network Project
The IDSNet@PISA project
Figure 2.. Screenshot of the captured alerts on the Frontend
group was formed in 2005
to study the distributed IDS
network framework. The project, which is in pilot stage, has a setup of a few Prelude Managers that are connecting to
various sensors, e.g. Snort, Prelude LML, NTsyslog and Honeyd sensors. In the past two months, we have been
collecting various alerts of high, medium and low severities from various sensors. This is shown in Figure 2. Note the
High severity alerts: “User authentication failed”, “SHELLCODE x86 NOOP”, etc.
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Figure 3. Sensors with Prelude aware logger send the
log to one or more Prelude Managers where the logs are
consolidated. The Frontend displays the result.

How can you be part of the Project?
The More Sensors the Better
The ability to collect alerts is largely dependant on the
coverage of the sensors network. The more distributed
the sensor network, the higher the chance of collecting
the alerts, and the better the basis for overall analysis.
The PISA IDSNet Project has collaborated with the
PISA Honeypot Project to encourage a wider use of
“honeyd” (a small daemon that creates virtual hosts that
run arbitrary services on a network) from an Auditor CD
[6]. You can join as a participant of either project group
and run the “honeyd” of the Auditor CD at home and
send the alerts to the Prelude Managers of the project
group. This is very safe because you run a LiveCD
system without touching your hard disk partition. The
flow of our current Distribute IDS network is shown in

DIY Home Made Sniffer
There is a technical hurdle for the Prelude IDS to sniff
the incoming traffic in a home-networking
environment – home-use broadband routers and switches
basically do not allow sniffing (i.e. without portmirroring function) and nowadays network hub (contrary
to a switch, it does not segregate port to port traffic) is
hard to find. We have overcome the problem with simple
home-made “Passive Ethernet Tap” [7]. Now you can set
up a Prelude IDS in your home network that listens to
the network traffic and collects host-based alerts of other
computers in at your home.

attack
attack

Sensors:
Snort, NTsyslog,
Prelude LML, etc
Prelude Manager
Location 1
Honeyd of Auditor CD

Sensors:
Snort, NTsyslog,
Prelude LML, etc

Location 5

Prelude Manager
Honeyd of Auditor CD
Location 2
Location 4

Sensors:
Snort, NTsyslog,
Prelude LML, etc

attack

Location 3

Figure 3.. Integration of Prelude IDS and Honeynet in PISA Distributed IDS Network
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Looking Forward

How to join IDSNet@PISA

The roadmap of the project is to expand the group size so
that the coverage of sensors is wider. At the same time,
we want to grow our analysis capability. From the
infrastructure point of view, we try refining our IDS
network and setting up a permanent website for the
project. Where possible, we would like to get help from
PreludeIDS Technologies (the developer of Prelude IDS)
for support, advice and sponsorship.

The group welcomes members who are interested in the
subject and are willing to contribute to the study. Please
send an email to program@pisa.org.hk. You may also
approach Alan Ho, alan.ho@pisa.org.hk, for enquiry.

 Copyright Alan Ho, 2006 
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Honeynet and Honeypot
Honeynet is defined as an architecture whose goal is to learn about the hacker’s technique. Its concept comes from that of
the Honeypot. Lance Spitzner [1] has the following definition for Honeypot:
“A Honeypot is an information system resource whose value lies in unauthorized or illicit use of that resource.”

Honeypot can be any operating system or application that
allows the bad guys to interact with. There are two
categories of Honeypot: high-interaction and lowinteraction Honeypots. Honeynet is the prime example
of high-interaction Honeypot and we will explain in
detail later. Honeyd [2] is a kind of low-interaction
Honeypot. Honeyd works on the concept of monitoring
unused IP space. Anytime it sees a connection attempt to
an unused IP, it intercepts the connection and then
interacts with the attacker, pretending to be the victim.
By default, Honeyd detects and logs any connection to
any UDP or TCP port. In addition, you can configure
emulated services to monitor specific ports such as FTP
server. Usually a Honeypot works with intrusion
detection system and is located in production network.

Honeynet Architecture
Honeynet is an architecture which consists of two critical
requirements: data control and data capture. Data Control
defines how intruder activity is contained with the
Honeynet, without an attacker knowing it. Its purpose is

to minimize risk. Data Capture is capturing all of the
attacker's activity, without the attacker knowing it. Of the
two, Data Control is the more important. Data Control
always takes priority over Data Capture.

Data Control
The purpose of Data Control is to mitigate risk. By risk,
we mean there is always the potential of an attacker using
a Honeynet to attack or harm non-Honeynet systems. We
need to ensure that once an attacker is within our
Honeynet, they cannot accidentally or purposefully harm
other non-Honeynet systems. First, we have to allow the
attackers some degree of freedom to act. The more
activity we allow the attackers to perform, the more we
can potentially learn about them. However, the more
freedom you allow an attacker, the more risk there is they
will circumvent Data Control and harm other nonHoneynet systems. The balance of how much freedom
to give the attacker vs. how much you restrict their
activity is a decision every organization has to make
themselves. Second, we have to control the attacker's
activity without them knowing their actions are being
controlled. One of the best ways to approach Data

[1] Lance Spitzner is the author of the first book in Honeynet : “Honeypots: Tracking Hackers”.
[2] Honeyd tools can be found at http://www.honeyd.org.
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Control is not to rely on a single mechanism with which
to implement it. Instead, implement Data Control using
layers, such as counting outbound connections, intrusion
prevention gateways, or bandwidth restrictions. The
combination of several different mechanisms help protect
against a single point of failure, especially when dealing
with new or unknown attacks. Also, Data Control should
operate in a fail closed manner. This means if there is a
failure in your mechanisms (a process dying, hard drive
full, mis-configured rules) the Honeynet architecture
should block all outbound activity, as opposed to
allowing it. One consideration with Data Control is that it
can only minimize risk but not eliminate risk totally.

Data Capture
Data Capture is the monitoring and logging of all of the
bad guy's activities within the Honeynet. The biggest
challenge is to capture as much data as possible, without
the bad guy detecting the process. The second challenge
in Data Capture is that a large portion of attacker activity
happens over encrypted channels (such as IPSec, SSH,
SSL, etc). Data Capture mechanisms must take
encryption into consideration. Also, just as with Data
Control, we have to minimize the ability of attackers to
detect our capture mechanisms. This is done in several
ways. Firstly, make as few modifications to the victim
machines as possible. The more
modifications you make, the
greater the chance of being
detected by the attacker.
Secondly it is best not to store
captured data locally on the
Honeypots. Not only could this
data be detected by attackers, it
could also be modified or deleted.
As such, captured data must be
logged and stored on a separate,
secured system. Just as with Data
Control, there is no guarantee
with Data Capture. Attackers may
identify ways to detect Data
Capture mechanisms, and develop
methods to bypass or disable them.

Figure 1. Generation II Honeynet
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of a Honeywall connecting to the
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of victim machines behind the
Honeywall. There is a bridge
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separating the Honeynet victims from the production network. Victims can be any machine installed operating system like
MS Windows, FreeBSD or Linux and application such as Exchange mail server, ftp server and VOIP server. Honeywall
will capture all the activities passing through and feed to database for research and analysis. It will also control the
outgoing traffic flowing out from victim machines to the Internet. The victim machines behind the Honeywall are
intended to be hacked and studied. Hacking tools or worm can be found on the victim machines and we can learn the habit
and behavior of the hacker from the tools and worms.

100011
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The PISA Honeynet Project
Honeynet@PISA was started in 2005. We
deployed a Gen II Honeynet in a data center. Our
Honeynet architecture includes a Honeywall and one
victim machine (a notebook computer installed Fedora
Core 3). The victim machine was set up by default and
no patch was added. The victim machine was
compromised in less than one month after the setup. The
hacker compromised the victim machine via a buffer
overflow vulnerability and gained root access. In order to
mitigate the risk of the victim machine being utilized to
attack external parties, it was disconnected from the
network before we checked the machine on site.

The First Compromise
First of all, I checked the traffic packet payload from the
Walleye, the web interface for the Honeywall, and found
that there were some “wget” commands being executed
from the victim machine to connect to a foreign IP
address. The intruder used “wget” to download two
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applications: an IRC server and a SSH backdoor. Then he
decompressed the application and un-tar it into a hidden
directory, i.e. a Linux directory with name starting with a
dot. The extracted applications looked like well
developed, having a README file, install procedure,
sample configuration and even supporting IPv6.
However, the intruder seemed to be a script-kiddy. He
failed to install the IRC server and run the SSH backdoor.
We checked the system log file and was surprised that all
the standard error message was recorded during installing
IRC and running backdoor SSH fail. He seemed not
intending to cover his intrusion footprint.
We copy the chat server application and the SSH
backdoor to another server and then re-install a brand
new victim machine, because it was too risky to keep a
hacked-recovered machine online. The victim machine
has not been intruded again up to now (a bit
disappointing to me). This is nothing surprise and is
common in Honeynet Project as the victim system have
no perceived value to attack. Actually most intruders are
not aware of its existence.
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Future Development of the Project
In December 2005, we approached a local university to
cooperate in the Honeynet@PISA project. Deploying a
Honeynet on a large campus network can offer numerous
benefits to the university. Based on the experience of
Georgia Institute of Technology, we identified two
primary benefits. The first is the ability to use the data
collected as a teaching and research tool for any type of
computer security related course or research that is being
offered. Professors and students can potentially use the
Honeynet as a testing ground for classes or research. The
second, the more significant benefit of a Honeynet, is it
can serve as a network security tool to dramatically
increase the overall security posture of that institution's
network.

Their goal is to bring together the Honeynet in different
organizations. They are very successful in researching,
developing, deploying Honeynet technology and
knowledge sharing. PISA is in progress to join the
Honeynet alliance. We wish to share the experiences on
Honeynet with other organizations and to develop new
tools for learning from black hat community. Besides, we
are also working together with another PISA project, the
IDS-Net@PISA (more information in another article in
this journal), to provide more comprehensive security
monitoring statistics in Hong Kong.

How to join Honeynet@PISA?
This is going to be an interesting and challenging project.
If you are interested to join the Honeynet@PISA project
please email to me (program@pisa.org.hk).

Honeynet Project has a worldwide research alliance with
more than 13 members in various countries including
China, Philippians, Singapore, Brazil, Italy and Pakistan.
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Introduction
Contemporary societies are more dependent on a set of key services and facilities to sustain. For example, the prolonged
disruption of electricity and telecommunication services can put a nation into chaos. We call the set comprising the key
services and facilities the “critical infrastructure” (CI).

Critical information infrastructure protection (CIIP) is a
new term based on the concept of Critical Infrastructure
Protection (CIP) [1]. CIP comprises all critical sectors of
a nation’s key infrastructure, whereas CIIP is only a
subset of a comprehensive protection effort which focuses
on the information infrastructure. If we use the layer
model of Large Complex Critical Infrastructure (LCCI) [2]
as shown in Figure 1, CIIP is the Cyber Layer. For a
comprehensive protection, we need to assess each layer
and the relationships (intra-dependencies) among layers.

Strategic Business
Layer
Organization Layer
Intra-Dependencies
Cyber (CIIP) Layer
Physical Layer

heading towards a ubiquitous (=anywhere, any time and
for anybody) information society in which we interact
via the net (e.g. online banking, e government, online
entertainment, etc.) all the time. Such pervasiveness of
Internet has converted the civil society into increasingly
dependent on the functionalities of emerging
communication systems and networks. If a major
component of the Internet infrastructure like Hong Kong
Internet eXchange (HKIX) is collapsed, major business
activities and citizen life can be adversely impacted.
At the same time, for economy and technology reasons,
CI is also moving from proprietary towards public
protocols, from in-house developed systems towards
commercial-over-the-shelf (COTS) platforms.
Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)
system, which are computerized control system that
automates many infrastructures such as oil and gas
pipelines, electrical grids etc., are increasingly using the
TCP/IP protocol. The consequence is the security
vulnerabilities of the civilian infrastructure are now
transferable to CI.

Figure 1. Four Layer LCCI model

Implications of the Ubiquitous
Information Society
Following success of the Internet in the past decade, the
net will further diffuse into our daily life [3] -- we are
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What is a critical infrastructure
component?
Not all failures will be critical to the society. A
definition of CI by NATO [4] reads “Critical
Infrastructure is those facilities, services and information
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systems which are so vital to nations that their incapacity or destruction would have a debilitating impact on national
security, national economy, public health and safety and the effective functioning of the government.” The classification
of what is critical rests mainly in the eyes of the beholder of the infrastructure. Table 1 contrasts the difference of CI
sectors as identified by USA and Germany respectively. [5]

USA (12)
1. Agriculture and Food
2. Water
3. Public Health
4. Emergency Services
5. Government
6. Defense Industrial Base
7. Telecommunications
8. Energy
9. Transportation
10. Banking and Finance
11. Chemical Industry and Hazardous
Materials
12. Postal and Shipping

Germany (8)

6. Services (incl. health care, emergency
and rescue services)
7. Public administration and justice system
4. IT and telecommunications
2. Energy
1. Transportation
5. Finance and insurance
3. Hazardous materials

8. Other (e.g. media, buildings)
Table 1. Critical Infrastructure Sectors in USA and Germany

What does CIIP involve?

Dependency and Interdependency

CIIP goes beyond information security. It can be viewed
from different perspectives: [6]

One important issue of CIIP analysis is the complexity
of the large and interconnected infrastructure
components. The Dependency and Interdependency of
the components have to be researched in the course of
analysis.

1. from system/technical perspective: CIP as IT
security or information assurance issue, with strong
focus on Internet security;
2. from business perspective: CIP as an issue of
“business continuity”;
3. from law enforcement perspective: CIP as an issue
of protection of society against cybercrime;
4. from defense perspective: CIP is viewed either
military- or civil protection-centered;
5. from regulatory policy perspective: CIP deals with
the smooth operation of infrastructures and
questions like privacy, or other regulatory standards;
and
6. from national and international security policy
perspective

Dependency is the linkage of two infrastructures through
which the state of one infrastructure can influence or is
correlated to the state of the other.
Interdependency is a bidirectional relationship between
two infrastructures through which the state of each
infrastructure influences or is correlated to the state of
the other.
Figure 2 shows the interdependencies of the infrastructure sectors in Germany.

To information security professionals, we at least need to
touch on points 1, 2 and 5.
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Figure 2.
Germany’s sector model of ITInterconnected Infrastructure Sectors
source:
www.bsi.bund.de/fachthem/kritis/index.htm

Public Private Partnership
Contemporary critical infrastructure components are
highly interdependent on each other. And yet they are not
operated by a same institution. Most of them are
administered by private institutions which has different
objectives and priorities from the government. How to
make different parties working together to safeguard the
critical infrastructure is a big topic. Different country has
her own historical, social and political context in tackling
the problem.[7] There is no easy answer but for sure, the
interagency approach prevails. Public Private partnership
is the term used to illustrate one key issue of CIIP
protection relating to the mutual relationship of the parties
involved.

CIIP Development Trends in the
International perspective
CIIP has got heightened attention after the 9/11. USA
and Canada takes an actor-centric view (homeland
security strategy) while continental Europe takes a
structural concept (dependability and business continuity
perspective). The G8 Principles on CIIP [8] were ratified
in May 2003. Later in December 2003 the U.N.
resolution N.58/1993 titled “Creation of a global culture
of cybersecurity and the protection of critical
information infrastructures” invited member states to
consider eleven CIIP Elements, which are based largely
on the eleven CIIP Elements adopted by the G8.

The CIIP Project@PISA
The ubiquity of digitalization and risks is hitting the society. In a highly connected and interdependent information
infrastructure, a security incident may affect not only one system, but impact directly or consequentially the availability
of critical services. The SQL Slammer worm outbreak in 2003 was a good example.
An analysis of CIIP from a higher ground to look down the different facets of the information security, business
continuity and cyber crime issues is required.
PISA formed the CIIP project group in February 2006. The Objective of the project is to develop PISA perspective on
CIIP which can be the overseeing principles in the info-sec development of HK.
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Activities
The group will study the contemporary approaches
adopted in CIIP analysis and assessment and apply to
Hong Kong, trying to contribute to the literature in points
below:
-

what are the criteria for critical information
infrastructure elements?
what are the components of Hong Kong’s
critical information infrastructure?
what are the dependencies and
interdependencies of HK CII?
what are the insufficiencies of CIIP in Hong
Kong?
how can HK enhance her CIIP capabilities
what are the roles of info-sec professionals in
the development of CIIP of HK

The will be group discussions, internal presentation,
data collection and analysis, report compilation and
presentation preparation.

How to join CIIP@PISA
The group welcomes members who is interested in the
subject and are willing to contribute to the study. Please
send and email to program@pisa.org.hk. You may also
approach the Alan Ho, alan.ho@pisa.org.hk for enquiry.

 Copyright SC Leung, 2006 
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protection policies in fourteen countries, Center for security studies and conflict research ETH, Zurich, Switzerland,
2004. url: http://www.isn.ethz.ch/crn/_docs/CIIP_Handbook_2004_web.pdf
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[8] G8 Principles for Protecting Critical Information Infrastructures, adopted by the G8 Justice & Interior Ministers,
May 2003. url: http://www.cybercrime.gov/g82004/G8_CIIP_Principles.pdf
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Wireless LAN War Driving 2006

Issue

- Kowloon Preliminary Finding

Alan Ho

CISSP
Program Director

WarDriving@PISA

Wireless LAN War Driving
PISA had successfully conducted the WLAN War Driving in Hong Kong since 2002. In February 2006, we performed
another round of war driving. Besides HK Island, this year we included Kowloon central business district. The vehicles
we used were buses and car. The report of War Driving 2006 is under analysis. In this journal issue, we tried to give
readers some preliminary findings of the Kowloon study.

The objective of the survey was to conduct a non-intrusive study
on the status of Hong Kong WLAN security and arouse the public
awareness in securing the use of WLAN.
The 2006 survey captured 4999 Access Points (AP) in Kowloon
Peninsula. This shows that implementation of WLAN had
skyrocketed in the past years.
We benchmark the findings with the previous years. There is a
significant improvement in the use of WEP/WPA encryption. In
2004, only 40% of APs had encryption enabled. In 2006, it has
been increased to 55%

Date
Day
Weather
Route
No. of AP
Encryption
enabled
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2002
7-Jul-02

2003
2004
5-Oct-03
28-Nov-04
Sunday morning
sunny
sunny

occasional
light shower
Kennedy Town --> Causeway Bay
187
23%

474
31%

926
40%
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2006
26-Feb-06
sunny
Kowloon
Peninsula
4,999
55%
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Figure 1. Course of War Driving 2006 – Kowloon Peninsula

Roadmap of the project group

In
The 6.5dB omnidirectional antennae
was fitted on the roof
window of the car
seamlessly.

Copyright &
Disclaimer

Most of the targets of the group in awareness promotion
were reached. Besides keeping on the benchmark testing,
the group is exploring the security issues of other mobile
technology, like Bluetooth, that are impacting daily life.

How to join WarDriving@PISA?
If you are interested to join the WarDriving@PISA
project please email to me (program@pisa.org.hk).

Copyright owned by the
author. This article is the
views of the author and
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資歷架構 又關我事?

PISA

各位PISA會員可能留意到近日教統局積極推廣資歷架構. 無論在巴士, 報章及
電子傳媒（見圖）， 都會見到推廣宣傳的活動。

何錦華 (Andy Ho)
CISSP CISA CISM
Program Committee

資歷架構是一個跨界別的資歷等級制度，旨在把不同資歷作有條理的排列。
各級別的資歷均訂明客觀的標準，讓學員清楚得知課程的定位及水平，從而
制訂進修藍圖，終身學習。業界積極參與制定行業的能力標準，可確保有關
行業的培訓切合業界的需要。
但各位可能不知, 政府為資歷架構至今已成立九個行業培訓諮詢委員會， 其
中包括資訊科技及通訊業(ICT)。PISA作為本港的重要資訊保安從業員協會，
亦有代表被委任參與諮詢委員會並在業界進行諮詢。委員會現正討論撰寫草
擬在ICT行業內不同級別的職能界別分佈概況、以及落實能力標準說明應涵蓋
的能力範疇和級別，然後於2006年稍後時間向業界諮詢。關於資歷架構，可
登入教統局資歷架構網頁 http://www.hkqf.gov.hk
各PISA會員及其他資訊保安從業員亦可向 何錦華 (Andy Ho, email:
andy.ho@pisa.org.hk ) 提出任何意見。

The Road to Incorporation

Antony Ma
CISA
Hon. Secretary & Treasurer

In the AGM held in September 2005, PISA members
passed a motion to conduct a feasibility study of
converting current PISA association to a registered
company with limited liability. The motion has a farreaching implication to our association and the future
directions. I am working on behalf of the EXCO on this
project. I would like to take this opportunity to
summarize the background and implication for this
transformation.
PISA is now registered under the Societies Ordinance,
which entitles PISA to organized activity in Hong Kong.
The right to organize activities is associated some risks,
like unlimited liability rising from issues of venue safety
and defamation. As security professional we know the
list of risk can goes on and on, although the probability
is very unlikely. It is the tragedic incidence of Tin Hee
Building that alerted us this unlikeness could be a
runaway train that brings damages to every member.
Initial dialogue on this issue began among EXCO
members and the full issue was brought to PISA
planning session on 23 April 2005. In the planning
session, our advisors, EXCO and other members
analyzed the issue and compared us with other similar
organizations in Hong Kong. After this meeting, we
concluded that registering PISA as a limited company
under the Company Ordinance could help us to limit our
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liability if there is any misfortune.
There are many legal details in the setup of a limited
company and some of them are still in the discussion or
drafting phrase. Our advisor Mr. Andrew Law is guiding
us with his legal experience when he accumulated with
incorporation of other associations. When we started
working on this direction, EXCO members also find that
this is a good time to enhance PISA current structure and
operation framework. Different discussion was held on
new membership class, new EXCO structures and other
operational issues.
Briefly, we arrived at these key points:
1. PISA will register under Business Registry.
2. PISA will not issue shares and each full member will
have one vote.
3. The civil liability will be limited.
4. A new student class membership is proposed
5. Propose expanding the current 7 members EXCO to 9
members.
Once the feasibility study is completed, all the details
will be submitted to members to review and vote before
it is finalized. Keep tuned.
If you have any suggestion or comment, please forward
to Antony.Ma (antony.ma@pisa.org.hk).
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The Art of Intrusion:
The Real Stories Behind the Exploits of
Hackers, Intruders & Deceivers

Anthony Lai

CISSP CISA CISM
Program Committee
Key Stuff
 AUTHOR Mitnick, Keven D.
& Simon, William L.
 PUBLISHER John Wiley & Sons

and I could understand what a real hacker could do in the
real world. In the book, it quotes a statement from The
Art of War from Sun Tzu in Chapter 8 about stealing
intellectual property: “Know thyself and know thy
enemy; in a hundred battles you will never be imperil”

 ISBN 0764589423
 PUBLISHING DATE 2005

Back to the book outline, there are totally ten stories
ranging from breaking into New
York Times network, hacking
banking system, software vendor
and soft drink machine to
undergoing penetration test. From the book, you could
understand how determined and persistent a hacker
could be. He could fix and intrude company network for
two years to steal the software. Afterwards, the hacker
does not want to be traced and alert the administrator by
scanning the target’s port with patience and keep it in
small volume. Modifying the program code in assembly
level to disable input validation and overwriting the one
in production readily sparked me an alarm for integrity
check. I strongly recommend chapter 7 – 9 for your
study and peers discussion.

To think like an Intruder

It is my first purchased book
about hacking and intruder
stories. In the past, I just glanced over other books with
difficult English and without any technical details.
However, The Art of Intrusion gives an impressive
content by interviewing various hackers of their real
intrusion and hacking experience with technical
highlights. In addition, the authors provide countermeasures for the case study, it is not just a story.

Frankly speaking, learning from my peers or groups, it is
hard to meet the one with descriptive step-by-step
intruder’s experience. Meanwhile, I always raise a
question in my mind: How to know if my implemented
controls could withstand attack? This book comes to me

 copyright Anthony Lai, 2006 

Pay $50 Only.
Get a PISA Polo Shirt of cost $70
PISA have used the best feature – embroidery,
i.e. knitting, to make the logo and wording more
outstanding, though it may cost more.
There is subsidy from PISA for each
Polo Shirt. A good deal for you!

www.PISA.org.hk

Purchase Order please forward to
EXCO (info@pisa,org,hk)
--- Specification --Front: 3-colour(embroidery) logo
Back: 2-colour(embroidery) wording
Available Size: S, M, L, XL
--------------------
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Annual General Meeting (Sep-2005)
Our members met to discuss the direction of
PISA in the next year. One important motion
passed was the proceeding to study the
feasibility of incorporation and preparation of
the ground work.

Theme Seminar after AGM:
Bypassing the Firewall
Our Speaking Mr. Ricky Lou gave us an excellent talk
on contemporary techniques to tunnel through a properly
configured firewall and the security threats associated
with it.

Visit: Smart ID Card Centres
(Oct-2005)
Our members visited the Smart ID Card Centre
and learnt about the top-notch authentication
technology used by the Immigration Department.
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We Contribute. We Achieve.

Web Application Security
Seminar (Dec-2005)
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The speaker shared with the members the essentials of
web application security and how hackers can use the
Google hacking techniques to obtain vulnerable targets
in the Internet.

Speakers: Mr. Anthony Lai (PISA)

Annual Dinner

(Jan-2006)

The Annual Dinner was in a joyful atmosphere with
wine tasting as a program to celebrate the coming
Chinese New Year.

Vincent Chan (right), our guest from ISACA, with
Sang Young, our Chairperson and John Cheung

Wilson Yuen (left), our Honorary Advisor, with
(sitting from left) Jim Shek and Peter Cheung
tasting the wine.
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Charles Mok (right), our guest from HKITF, with
(from front left) Andy Ho, Antony Ma and S.C.
Leung
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Log Management Seminar
(Jan-2006)
This was a heavy weighted seminar presented by 5
PISA program committee members. They share the
topic from different perspective.
Speakers: (from left) Henry Ng, Sam Ng, Anthony Lai
Antony Ma and SC Leung

WLAN War Driving
(Feb-2006)
PISA and WTIA members at the Ocean
Terminal, preparing for the War Driving in
Kowloon Peninsula. Some of the participants
were first time war drivers.

Just
Just
Held
Completed

Completed

Next Change
Date: 10-Mar-2006 (Fri)
Time: 7:00-8:30pm
Venue: Room G5-214,
City University
Seminar Speaker:
Mr. Christopher To
Secretary General of
Hong Kong International
Arbitration Centre.
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Seminar: Arbitration and ADR
– for infosec professionals
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Our achievement is not determined by resources, but by our commitment to the vision.

Communicating to the Community via Media
Interview by CableTV on Security Issues (2005-2006)
Sang Young, Chairperson, gave advices on protection
against virus and worms.

Howard Lau, Vice Chairperson, explained how rootkit was
found in a PC after loading a CD with Digital Right
Management software.

Interview by CableTV on Two-factor Authentication (Jul-2005)
Our ex-Chairperson Andy Ho (left) and ex Vice
Chairperson S.C. Leung (below) were interviewed by
CableTV on the new two-factor authentication technologies
deployed by banks.. Alan Ho, our Program Director was
also interviewed by Commercial Radio on the topic.
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Our vision provides us our destination. Our missions provide us the directions.

Contribution to the Community
Information Security Summit (Nov
2005)
PISA was one of Organizers of the Information
Security Summit 2005, held on November 8 and 9,
2005. Other organizers include HKPC, HKCERT,
HKCS ISSG, ISACA and ISFS

Clean PC Day Seminar
(Nov-2005)
Sang Young (PISA) spoke in the HKCERT Clean PC
Day Public Seminar on the topic Home Wireless LAN
Security

Acronyms

HKCERT
Hong Kong Computer
Emergency Response Team
Coordination Centre
HKCS ISSG
Hong Kong Computer Society
Information Security Specialist
Group
HKPC
Hong Kong Productivity
Council
ISACA
Information Systems Audit and
Control Association

Wireless Campus Forum
(Feb-2006)
The Forum organized Wireless Campus Competition
for schools to innovate on creative and educational
use of wireless LAN in schools. PISA as an active
member of the forums was invited to join the judge
panel.

ISFS
Information Security and
Forensics Society
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PISA

Calling for your
Participation

Come and Join Us
EXCO 2005-06
(from Left) John Tung, Alan Ho, Howard Lau, Jim Shek, Jason Luk, Antony Ma & Sang Young

PISA Projects – an environment to
nurture, to actualize

How to benefit from the PISA
Projects Groups

In this Issue, we have introduced several key projects
of PISA. They are representative example of PISA
association life. PISA members are not just consumer
of seminars and CPDs. We are creators, we are
producers of quality program and researches.

The easiest way is to join the Program Committee and
choose several projects of your interest.

PISA members plan, design and try out new things all
the time. Through the process of contributing to the
project, we expose ourselves to the top hot information
security topics. From the project group, you can also
actualize yourself and build up the leadership.

Besides the projects mentioned in this issue, we have
more. For example, you are welcomed to join the
Editorial Board of this Journal. Opportunities are
opened to you. The EXCO also welcome your
suggestion to new project groups and new seminar
topics.
Come! Send an email to program@pisa.org.hk and
be one of the core group in PISA.

Wanted: Contribution to PISA Journal
Next Issue: SEP-2006
•
•
•

Copyright  2006
Professional
Information Security
Association.

We are recruiting members of the
Editorial Committee to help editing and
design.

Web Application Security
Critical Information
Infrastructure Protection
Other good topics

We are calling for contribution to the next issue.
We also welcome any suggestion on topics and
themes.

Please contact the editor (editor@pisa.org.hk)

All rights reserved.
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http://www.pisa.org.hk

Vision
to be the prominent body of professional information security practitioners, and utilize
expertise and knowledge to help bring prosperity to the society in the Information Age

Successful Career

PISA

Issue

Be up-to-date and be more
competitive in the info-sec
community – line up
yourself with the resources
you need to expand your
technical competency and
move forward towards a
more successful career.

Networking

Continued Education

Enjoy networking and
collaboration opportunities
with other in-the-field
security professionals and
exchange technical information and ideas for keeping
your knowledge up to date

Check out job listings
information provided by
members. Get information
on continuing education
and professional certification

Sharing of Information

Many Ways

Find out the solution to your
technical problems from our
email groups and connections
with our experienced members
and advisors.

Enjoy the discounted or free
admissions to association
activities - including seminars,
discussions, open forum, IT
related seminars and
conferences organized or
supported by the Association.

You Can Benefit

Membership
Membership
Information
Information

Realize Your Potential

Professional Recognition

Develop your potentials and capabilities in proposing and running
project groups such as Education
Sector Security, WLAN & Bluetooth
Security, Honeynet, Public Policy
Committee and others and enjoy the
sense of achievement and recognition
of your potentials

Benefit from the immediate
access to professional
recognition by using postnominal designation

Membership Requirements
Enquiry email:
membership@pisa.org.hk

Membership
Application Form:
http://www.pisa.org.hk/me
mbership/member.htm

Code of Ethics:
http://www.pisa.org.hk/ethi
cs/ethics.htm
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Membership
Type

Annual
Fee (HK$)

Full

500

Associate

300

Affiliate

300

Qualifications

Requirements
Relevant Experience

Recognized Degree in Computing 3 years Info-Sec working experience
discipline, OR other appropriate
educational / professional qual.
Tertiary Education
Info-Sec related experience
Interested in furthering any of the
objects of the society

Nil

• Relevant computing experience (post-qualifications) will be counted, and the recognition of
professional examinations / membership is subject to the review of the Membership Committee.
• All members must commit to the Code of Ethics of the Association, pay the required fees and abide by
the Constitution and Bylaws of the Association
An Organization for Information Security Professionals

